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Federico Guidobaldi, the dedicatee of these two volumes, looks very happy on the large colour portrait at the beginning of this Festschrift, leaning on a late-antique capital in Istanbul. He carries a linen bag with the logo of the institution that has now dedicated two beautifully edited volumes to him on the occasion of his seventieth birthday, thus expressing his lifelong affinity with the papal archaeological institute. But the wide array of affiliations of the subscribers to the *tabula gratulatoria* and, more importantly, of the contributors demonstrates the genuine appreciation many colleagues have for Guidobaldi’s scholarship that goes far beyond Rome’s borders, let alone the Papal Institute’s walls. He has worked – and works – in a vast array of fields, mainly mosaics and architecture of the Roman Empire and early Christian era. Rome and its environs are the areas Guidobaldi moves in most easily and which inspire his work greatly.

The editors have assembled in a meticulous way – with clear guidelines for the contributors, meticulous proof-reading and careful illustrations – sixty-five papers, presented in alphabetic order (see Table of Contents below). This easy and at first sight logical order is the weak point of the book, since one does not recognize the main research topics covered by Guidobaldi. What is more, the reader has to go through the whole of the two thick books to find the topics for which he or she is searching. Printing errors are few (‘restauri’ in the title of Liverani’s contribution).

The editors have not included a list of addresses and/or affiliations of the authors, which hampers academic discussions and exchanges of opinions between the readers and the contributors. This is a pity, since not all users of the books will know the authors as well as the editors and the dedicatee do. Brief summaries, preferably in another language than that of the essays, would have been useful for rapid consultations, especially when the titles of the papers are arcane. The length and scientific elaboration inevitably vary (from a few pages up to fifty), but I think that there are barely any weak papers or useless one-page ‘notes’ in this very rich book.

Let me try to give an arrangement in sections that demonstrates the main fields of interest of Guidobaldi and his friends. I am aware of arbitrary decisions, since some contributions deal with the fortune of ancient matters in later times.

Most contributions are on Greek, Roman, and Early Christian mosaics, which reflect Guidobaldi’s many studies on floors and walls decorated with *opus sectile* or *opus tessellatum*. Some present old questions, new data, etc., or focus on technique and restoration: Angelelli (floors under S. Pudenziana, Rome), Bakirtzis and Mastora (gold mosaic tesserae in
Thessaloniki), Baldassarre (Antinoe, Egypt), Balmelle and Ben Abed (Jebel Oust), Chantriaux and Laporte (baptisterium of the church at Mariana, Corsica), Darmon (imitation of marbles and *opus sectile* in mosaics), Di Renzo (again, Mariana, Corsica), Esposito and Olevano (*opus sectile* in ancient Campania), Farioli Campanati (*opus sectile* floor and wall decorations in the Byzantine basilica at Gortyn, Crete), Grandi (terminology of ancient pavement types and techniques), Guimier-Sorbets (light reflection on ‘pointed diamonds’ in mosaics), Jobst (floor of basilica at Gönen/Germe, Turkey), Karivieri (mosaic in House of Caecilius Iucundus at Pompeii), Lavagne (Andromeda [?] mosaic from Edessa in a private collection in Geneva), Maselli Scotti (villa at Trieste, Italy), Mazzoleni (Basilica of S. Euphemia at Grado, Italy), Michaelides (*sectile* mosaics in Nicosia, Cyprus), Nardi, Zizola and de Guichen (restoration of a mosaic in S. Catherin’s monastery, Sinai Desert), Ramieri (mosaics in S. Omobono area, Rome), Rinaldi (Roman sectile floors from northern Italy), Salvetti (*tessellatum* floors of Rome), Scoppola (Constantine mosaic at Spello, Italy), Spadano and Viglietti (*sectile* decorations from San Salvo near Chieti), Taglietti (mosaics from Portus near Ostia), Verzár-Bass (figural mosaics in Noricum and Pannonia), Weidmann (painted floors imitating *sectile* floors in Coptic Egypt).

Art and iconography: Bragantini on hunt scenes in paintings, mosaics, and sarcophagus reliefs of the imperial era; Faedo on a first-century statue of a draped lady combined with a third-century head in Palazzo Barberini in Rome; Ghedini, Colpo and Salvo on images of Ovid’s Metamorphoses on Roman mosaics.

Architecture of Roman Empire: Kozelj and Sodini (late-antique nymphaeum at Thasos, Greece), Lazzarini (coloured marbles from Sala, Morocco), Magnani Cianetti (Baths of Diocletian at Rome), Mayer i Olivé (marble production in Roman Spain), Pavolini (late-antique houses in Ostia), Quaranta (Aventine, Rome, in imperial era).

Early Christian and medieval Rome: Barbera and De Rossi (Basilica of S. Marcellinus and S. Peter), Brandenburg (extensive study on archaeological evidence for the presence of S. Peter and S. Paul in Rome), Cerrito (church of S. Anastasia), Coates-Stephens (Byzantine Forum Romanum), Fiocchi Nicolai (S. Bartholomew on Tiber Island), Flaminio (decorated columns in Rome and elsewhere), Giuliani (Cryp of S. Sebastian in Sebastian’s Catacombs), Heid (cult of martyrs during the Roman Empire), Kinney (S. Mary’s crib in S. Maria in Trastevere), Liverani (S. Paul’s outside the walls), Osborne (painting of S. Augustine in Lateran Palace), Pariibeni (Bonì’s excavation of S. Maria Antiqua in Forum Romanum), Pensabene (marble spolia), Spera (porticoes near S. Paul’s outside the Walls and S. Peter’s), Tortorella (Catacombs of S. Sebastian).

Early Christian and Medieval Italy: Bertelli (Bari, sixth-eleventh century), Bisconti (Naples, Catacombs of S. Januarius), Brandt (baptisterium in Albenga), Buonaguro (basilica of Castelfusano near Ostia), D’Onofrio (‘Tower of S. Benedict’ at Montecassino), Geertman (church near Tivoli and its decoration by Flavius Valila in AD 471), Leggio (urbanistics of Rieti in twelfth and thirteenth centuries, unfortunately without plans or images), Pergola (monasteries in Albenga and Civate).

Christian Archaeology and Middle Ages from sites outside Italy are addressed in papers by Balty and Balty (Apameia), Carra Bonacasa and Scirè (Justinian central basilica in Cyrene), Nordhagen (Byzantine cross-domes churches), and Serin (Byzantine Ankara).
Slightly alien to Guidobaldi’s interests are Barsanti’s contribution on nineteenth-century drawings of Constantinople, an essay by Dattrino on Gregory of Nyssa as a Father of the Holy Church, and Buonocuore’s paper on the vicissitudes of De Rossi’s notes for the corpus of Christian inscriptions (nothing on the contents of the inscriptions!).

If the reader has come to this point, he or she will understand that I cannot review all contributions. Let me single out a few papers devoted to Roman Christian topography. M. Barbera and G. De Rossi present the discovery of the remains of a large fifth-century building with an apse at the corner of Via Merulana and Via Labicana. It is tempting to see it as the remains of an early-Christian basilica, known from written sources as the titulus Marcellini et Petri. The apse of the church, still visible as a ruin on maps of the eighteenth century, was found on the domain of a military camp. The brief presentation lacks a good plan of the area, not familiar even to experts of Roman topography. If this text is rather arcane, H. Brandenburg’s investigation on the historicity of the visits to and deaths of St Peter and St Paul in Rome is much clearer, albeit long-winded. The ancient written sources are not decisive and the archaeological evidence of memoriae isn’t either. Within long descriptions of the various alterations of the two basilicas, Brandenburg comes to the conclusion that these rather poor vestiges may indeed symbolize the tombs of the two saints. The veneration of these founders of the church started briefly after 100, continued and grew, ending in the construction of enormous constructions in both complexes. Brandenburg’s analysis of the monuments and their histories is plausible and relies on a profound knowledge of all matters involved, but since the missing link has not been found yet, the main question of his magisterial essay remains unanswered.

Cerrito’s paper studies the church of S. Anastasio at the southwestern flank of the Palatine, a venerable titulus, probably founded in the 4th century, but with many alterations. The start of the essay is promising, since Cerrito tackles a new debate kindled by Andrea Carandini about the location of the Lupercal on the slope of the Palatine at this very spot. Carandini has suggested that the foundations of the church are remains of a maenianum, a part of Augustus’ palatial complex that connected the house on the Palatine with the sanctuary of the Lupercal and the Circus Maximus. It is not clear whether Cerrito accepts Carandini’s hypothesis, contested by many scholars (like me). This essay, therefore, gives a wealth of information about the various building and decoration phases of the church, but adds few new notes on the primary topographical question.

R. Coates-Stevens discusses the changes and uses of the Roman Forum during the Byzantine era and relies on studies by the dedicatee on the pavements of, i.a., the Basilica Aemilia, which attest to continuing use of this building as a commercial centre. The forum had more or less the same functions as in Antiquity. The old temples stood without being changed into churches, while the Curia became S. Hadrian’s after 625. Of course, the Column of Phocas (AD 608) is a major Byzantine intervention, recording the emperor’s establishing peace in Lombardy. This proves the use of the Forum for imperial ceremonies; the author recalls some other events of this kind. There are very few texts regarding the forum, so that the – also sparse – archaeological data are indispensable to reconstruct the forum’s life. The essay is very informative and full of new ideas.

In sum, this is a rich work, aptly titled ‘clad with marbles’, containing fine paper on marble and marble art works and architecture in the Roman, Byzantine and Medieval Mediterranean.
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